Acoustic neuroma surgery: use of cochlear nerve action potential monitoring for hearing preservation.
To compare the hearing preservation results obtained with use of two intraoperative eighth nerve monitoring methods, cochlear nerve action potential (CNAP) and auditory brainstem response (ABR), during complete acoustic neuroma (AN) resection. Retrospective. Tertiary referral center. Thirty-three consecutive patients who underwent hearing preservation AN surgery. Intraoperative monitoring by CNAP and/or ABR during AN resection. Postoperative hearing. Hearing preservation was considered achieved for pure-tone average < or =50 dB and speech discrimination > or =50%. Thirty-two patients met inclusion criteria for the study. Monitoring was successfully performed in 23 of 25 patients (92%) who underwent attempted CNAP monitoring and 13 of 27 (48%) who underwent attempted ABR monitoring. When tumor size was < or =20 mm in greatest dimension, hearing preservation was achieved in 12 of 18 patients (67%) monitored with CNAP, versus 2 of 8 patients (25%) not monitored with CNAP (p = 0.05). Monitoring by ABR did not improve hearing preservation rates compared with those not monitored with ABR (40% vs. 63%). At the completion of surgery, the presence or absence of CNAP predicted the presence or absence of hearing preservation in 18 of 23 cases (p = 0.01), while ABR successfully predicted hearing results in 10 of 13 cases (p = 0.05). When CNAP and ABR monitoring techniques during AN surgery were compared, CNAP was more frequently obtainable. Monitoring by CNAP was significantly associated with a higher chance of hearing preservation. Monitoring by ABR did not have a positive influence on hearing preservation results. Both ABR and CNAP were useful for predicting postoperative hearing.